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Intellectual Property Rights 
IPRs essential or potentially essential to the present document may have been declared to ETSI. The information 
pertaining to these essential IPRs, if any, is publicly available for ETSI members and non-members, and can be found 
in ETSI SR 000 314: "Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs); Essential, or potentially Essential, IPRs notified to ETSI in 
respect of ETSI standards", which is available from the ETSI Secretariat. Latest updates are available on the ETSI Web 
server (http://webapp.etsi.org/IPR/home.asp). 

Pursuant to the ETSI IPR Policy, no investigation, including IPR searches, has been carried out by ETSI. No guarantee 
can be given as to the existence of other IPRs not referenced in ETSI SR 000 314 (or the updates on the ETSI Web 
server) which are, or may be, or may become, essential to the present document. 

Foreword 
This Technical Specification (TS) has been produced by Joint Technical Committee (JTC) Broadcast of the European 
Broadcasting Union (EBU), Comité Européen de Normalisation ELECtrotechnique (CENELEC) and the European 
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). 

NOTE: The EBU/ETSI JTC Broadcast was established in 1990 to co-ordinate the drafting of standards in the 
specific field of broadcasting and related fields. Since 1995 the JTC Broadcast became a tripartite body 
by including in the Memorandum of Understanding also CENELEC, which is responsible for the 
standardization of radio and television receivers. The EBU is a professional association of broadcasting 
organizations whose work includes the co-ordination of its members' activities in the technical, legal, 
programme-making and programme-exchange domains. The EBU has active members in about 
60 countries in the European broadcasting area; its headquarters is in Geneva. 

European Broadcasting Union 
CH-1218 GRAND SACONNEX (Geneva) 
Switzerland 
Tel: +41 22 717 21 11 
Fax: +41 22 717 24 81 
 

Founded in September 1993, the DVB Project is a market-led consortium of public and private sector organizations in 
the television industry. Its aim is to establish the framework for the introduction of MPEG-2 based digital television 
services. Now comprising over 200 organizations from more than 25 countries around the world, DVB fosters 
market-led systems, which meet the real needs, and economic circumstances, of the consumer electronics and the 
broadcast industry. 

The present document is part 9 of a multi-part deliverable. Full details of the entire series can be found in part 1 [i.3]. 

Introduction 
CPCM is a system for Content Protection and Copy Management of commercial digital content delivered to consumer 
products. CPCM manages content usage from acquisition into the CPCM system until final consumption, or export 
from the CPCM system, in accordance with the particular usage rules of that content. Possible sources for commercial 
digital content include broadcast (e.g. cable, satellite, and terrestrial), Internet-based services, packaged media, and 
mobile services, among others. CPCM is intended for use in protecting all types of content - audio, video and associated 
applications and data. CPCM specifications facilitate interoperability of such content after acquisition into CPCM by 
networked consumer devices for both home networking and remote access. 

This first phase of the specification addresses CPCM for digital Content encoded and transported by linear transport 
systems in accordance with TS 101 154 [1]. A later second phase will address CPCM for Content encoded and 
transported by systems that are based upon Internet Protocols in accordance with TS 102 005 [i.1]. 

http://webapp.etsi.org/IPR/home.asp
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1 Scope 
The present document contains normative specifications for the Adaptation Layers between Digital Video Broadcasting 
(DVB) Content Protection and Copy Management (CPCM) system and underlying technologies. 

CPCM Phase 1 includes the adaptation layer for content carried inside an MPEG-2 transport stream (TS) (see 
TS 101 154 [1]) specified in clause 4.1. 

2 References 
References are either specific (identified by date of publication and/or edition number or version number) or 
non-specific. 

• For a specific reference, subsequent revisions do not apply. 

• Non-specific reference may be made only to a complete document or a part thereof and only in the following 
cases: 

- if it is accepted that it will be possible to use all future changes of the referenced document for the 
purposes of the referring document; 

- for informative references. 

Referenced documents which are not found to be publicly available in the expected location might be found at 
http://docbox.etsi.org/Reference. 

For online referenced documents, information sufficient to identify and locate the source shall be provided. Preferably, 
the primary source of the referenced document should be cited, in order to ensure traceability. Furthermore, the 
reference should, as far as possible, remain valid for the expected life of the document. The reference shall include the 
method of access to the referenced document and the full network address, with the same punctuation and use of upper 
case and lower case letters. 

NOTE: While any hyperlinks included in this clause were valid at the time of publication ETSI cannot guarantee 
their long term validity. 

2.1 Normative references 
The following referenced documents are indispensable for the application of the present document. For dated 
references, only the edition cited applies. For non-specific references, the latest edition of the referenced document 
(including any amendments) applies. 

[1] ETSI TS 101 154: "Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Specification for the use of Video and 
Audio Coding in Broadcasting Applications based on the MPEG-2 Transport Stream". 

[2] ETSI EN 300 468: "Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Specification for Service Information (SI) 
in DVB Systems". 

[3] DVB Bluebook A109; DVB-HN Specification. 

[4] CENELEC EN 50221: "Common interface specification for conditional access and other digital 
video broadcasting decoder applications". 

[5] ETSI TS 101 699 (V1.1.1): "Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Extensions to the Common 
Interface Specification". 

[6] ISO/IEC 7816-4 (2005): "Identification cards - Integrated circuit cards - Part 4: Organization, 
security and commands for interchange". 

[7] IETF RFC 791: "Internet Protocol (IP)". 

http://docbox.etsi.org/Reference
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2.2 Informative references 
The following referenced documents are not essential to the use of the present document but they assist the user with 
regard to a particular subject area. For non-specific references, the latest version of the referenced document (including 
any amendments) applies. 

[i.1] ETSI TS 102 005: "Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Specification for the use of Video and 
Audio Coding in DVB services delivered directly over IP protocols". 

[i.2] ETSI TR 101 162: "Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Allocation of Service Information (SI) 
codes for DVB systems". 

[i.3] ETSI TS 102 825-1: "Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Content Protection and Copy 
Management (DVB-CPCM); Part 1: CPCM Abbreviations, Definitions and Terms". 

[i.4] ETSI TS 102 825-4: "Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Content Protection and Copy 
Management (DVB-CPCM); Part 4: CPCM System Specification". 

[i.5] ETSI TS 102 825-5: "Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Content Protection and Copy 
Management (DVB-CPCM); Part 5: CPCM Security Toolbox". 

[i.6] ETSI TR 102 825-12: "Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Content Protection and Copy 
Management (DVB-CPCM); Part 12: CPCM Implementation Guidelines". 

3 Definitions and abbreviations 

3.1 Definitions 
For the purposes of the present document, the terms and definitions given in TS 102 825-1 [i.3] apply. 

3.2 Abbreviations 
For the purposes of the present document, the abbreviations given in TS 102 825-1 [i.3] apply. 

4 CPCM System Adaptations for Content Formats 

4.1 CPCM System Adaptation for MPEG-2 Transport Stream 

4.1.1 General 

This clause specifies the adaptation layer of the CPCM System for handling of CPCM Content (C.0) in the form of the 
MPEG-2 Transport Stream, defined in TS 101 154 [1]. 

The CPCM System does not specify the content formats carried within the MPEG-2 Transport Stream. These are 
defined, if at all, in the adaptation layers of the respective home network ecosystems (see [3]) and application-specific 
physical interfaces. Otherwise the contents of the TS may be anything that is compliant with TS 101 154 [1]. 

The following aspects are specified in the subsequent clauses: 

• CPCM Content scrambling for MPEG-2 TS. 

• Embedded carriage of the CPCM protocol message containing the CPCM Content Licence (CL) in MPEG-2 
TS. 

• Embedded carriage of the CPCM Auxiliary Data in MPEG-2 TS. 
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• Content scrambling key change and synchronisation for MPEG-2 TS. 

• Carriage of the CPCM Revocation List in MPEG-2 TS. 

4.1.2 CPCM Content Scrambling for MPEG-2 TS 

The CPCM Security Toolbox specification (TS 102 825-5 [i.5]) defines the application of the CPCM Scrambling Tool 
to an MPEG-2 Transport Stream that is to be scrambled within the CPCM System. 

The CPCM Acquisition Point shall ensure that the value of scrambling_control_bits in the MPEG2-TS header of the 
CPCM Content Item is consistent with the setting of the odd_even_key_indicator bit in the 
CPCM_descrambler_information field within the CPCM Content Licence, as specified in TS 102 825-4 [i.4]. The 
settings are shown in table 1. This might require a change in the MPEG2-TS header. 

Table 1: Application of TS header scrambling control bits 

Bit values Description 
00 No scrambling of TS packet payload (MPEG-2 compliant) 
01 Reserved for future DVB use 
10 TS packet scrambled with Even Key 
11 TS packet scrambled with Odd Key 

 

If the corresponding Input Content applies different settings of the MPEG-2 TS header scrambling_control_bits, for 
example if crypto-periods are applied then these bits will be continually changing, the Acquisition Point shall change 
these settings in the TS header in order to comply with the CPCM settings as described. 

4.1.3 Embedded carriage of the CPCM Content Licence in MPEG-2 TS 

The CPCM Content Licence (CL) shall be carried (embedded) within the (partial) TS that constitutes a CPCM Content 
Item, by the following means: 

• For each service which is part of a CPCM Content Item, the corresponding PMT shall indicate the location of 
the CPCM Content Licence by means of a CP_descriptor indicating a CP_system_id allocated in 
TR 101 162 [i.2] to DVB CPCM for CL carriage. The CP_descriptor is specified in EN 300 468 [2]. 

• The CP_descriptor shall reference a PID where any protocol message that contains the CL will be found. 

4.1.4 Embedded carriage of the CPCM Auxiliary Data in MPEG-2 TS 

The CPCM Auxiliary Data, if present for the associated Content Item, shall be carried (embedded) within the (partial) 
TS that constitutes a CPCM Content Item, by the following means: 

• For each service which is part of a CPCM Content Item, the corresponding PMT shall indicate the location of 
the CPCM Content Licence by means of a CP_descriptor indicating a CP_system_id allocated in 
TR 101 162 [i.2] to DVB CPCM for Auxiliary Data carriage. The CP_descriptor is specified in 
EN 300 468 [2]. 

• The CP_descriptor shall reference a PID where the Auxiliary Data will be found. 
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4.1.5 Embedded carriage of the CPCM delivery signalling in MPEG-2 TS 

The CPCM delivery signalling shall be carried (embedded) within the (partial) TS that constitutes a CPCM Content 
Item, using cpcm_delivery_signalling_descriptor depicted in table 2. This descriptor is an extended descriptor as 
defined in EN 300 468 [2] that allocates the corresponding extension tag. 

Table 2: CPCM delivery signalling descriptor 

Syntax Number of bits Identifier 
cpcm_delivery_signalling_descriptor(){   
 cpcm_version 8 bslbf 
 for (i=0; i<N; i++){   
  selector_byte 8  
 }   

 

Semantics for the CPCM delivery signalling descriptor: 

cpcm_version: This 8-bit field indicates the encoding version of the CPCM USI data structure conveyed in the selector 
bytes following. The current version number is defined in TS 102 825-4 [i.4]. 

Selector_byte: This is an 8-bit field. The sequence of selector_byte fields specifies the selector field. The syntax and 
semantics of the selector field shall be coded according to the encoding version indicated by the cpcm_version field. 
The relevant syntax is described in TS 102 825-4 [i.4]. 

4.1.6 Content scrambling key change and synchronisation for MPEG-2 TS 

The generic scenario for the forcing of a change of the CPCM Content Item scrambling key is specified in 
TS 102 825-4 [i.4]. This clause specifies the mapping of that procedure to an MPEG-2 TS. 

For MPEG-2 TS the application of the odd and even content scrambling keys is signalled using the 
scrambling_control bits in the TS header, as specified in TS 101 154 [1]. 

4.1.7 Carriage of the CPCM Revocation List in MPEG-2 TS 

The DVB SI specification (EN 300 468 [2]) specifies a method for the carriage of the CPCM Revocation List in 
MPEG-2 TS. 

5 CPCM System Adaptations for Content Storage 
Formats 

5.1 General 
This normative part of the CPCM System Specification contains specifications of how specific content storage formats 
are utilised within the CPCM System to enable the Storage of CPCM Content. 

The only storage container identified to date is the DVB File Format (DVB-FF). 

5.2 CPCM System Adaptation for DVB File Format 
The DVB File Format (DVB-FF) specification will specify a storage container for CPCM Content and CPCM 
Revocation Lists. This clause will be completed when the DVB-FF specification is available. 
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6 CPCM System adaptations for Home Network 
Ecosystems 

This clause of the CPCM System Specification contains normative specifications of how the generic CPCM System 
tools and resources are adapted to particular home network ecosystems so that CPCM can work within that particular 
ecosystem. 

The API between the CPCM Instance and the CPCM Network Adaptation Layer is most of the time informative as it is 
internal to a CPCM Device. If the CPCM Network Adaptation Layer is located in a separate device (e.g. this is the case 
for an ISO/IEC 7816-4 [6] smart card), the API is normative. 

CPCM Phase 1 includes the adaptation layer for the DVB-HN home network ecosystem (see [3]), specified in 
clause 6.1. 

6.1 CPCM System adaptation for DVB-HN 

6.1.1 General 

This clause specifies the adaptation layer of the CPCM System for the Home Network ecosystem as specified by DVB 
(DVB-HN) [3]. 

DVB-HN is built on top of the UPnP networking layer. UPnP provides the tools to discover UPnP devices and services 
on the network, and to exchange messages between UPnP entities. 

CPCM is implemented within DVB-HN by the definition of the following elements: 

• An extension to the device attributes defined for DVB-HN that adds all CPCM-specific attributes that are 
relevant for the mutual discovery of CPCM Instances. This element is defined in clause 6.1.3. 

• An extension to the content attributes defined for DVB-HN that adds all CPCM-specific attributes that are 
relevant for the discovery of CPCM Content Items able to be served by any CPCM Device. This element is 
defined in clause 6.1.5. 

• The specification of CPCM Proximity Tools that shall be deployed in applicable CPCM Devices. These are 
specified in clause 6.1.7. 

• A new UPnP Service is defined, namely the DVB-CPCM UPnP Service, that enables the exposure of CPCM 
System functionality of a device in a manner compliant with UPnP. The DVB-CPCM UPnP Service is defined 
in the present document. 

In addition to the normative specification of these elements, the next clause first provides some background that is 
intended to help in understanding how CPCM maps to the UPnP-based home network ecosystem of DVB-HN. 

6.1.2 Mapping of CPCM to UPnP 

This clause contains the mapping of the CPCM System to UPnP, being the basis of DVB-HN. 

CPCM does not define any specific device classes, so rather than there being a direct mapping from the UPnP device 
categories of Control Point, Media Server and Media Renderer, there are various logical mappings when considering 
devices. 

Any CPCM Device that implements a CPCM Content Handling Functional Entity of an AP, SE or PE shall be 
considered to be a UPnP Media Server. 

Any CPCM Device that implements a CPCM Content Handling Functional Entity of a CP or EP shall be considered to 
be a UPnP Media Renderer. 

The UPnP Control Point does not map to any CPCM-specific functionality, as it is totally within the realm of the 
"Device Application", as defined in the CPCM Reference Model. The UPnP Control Point does not need any additional 
functionality to work with CPCM as CPCM is transparent with respect to UPnP content usage functionality. 
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Any DVB-HN device that is CPCM-capable implements the DVB-CPCM UPnP Service in order to make CPCM 
System functionality available within the DVB-HN ecosystem. 

6.1.3 CPCM Instance Discovery 

CPCM-capable devices in DVB-HN shall advertise their permanent CPCM attributes in the CPCM-specific extension 
of the DVB-HN device attributes. Thus no explicit separate discovery process is required for CPCM Instances to 
discover each other in DVB-HN. 

The CPCM Instance attributes to be added to the DVB-HN device attributes are replicated from the CPCM Instance 
Certificate or reflect the current status of the CPCM Instance with regards to AD management. They are depicted in 
table 3. 

Table 3: CPCM Instance Certificate (CIC) device attributes 

Syntax Bits Identifier 
CPCM_instance_certificate_device_attributes(){   
  CPCM_instance_certificate_id 64 bslbf 
  CPCM_status  CPCM_status 
  ADM_status 8 ADM_status 
}   

 

The semantics for these fields are defined in TS 102 825-4 [i.4]. 

In order to discover the CPCM Instance on the network, the CPCM UPnP Service shall use the service type and service 
id. In the device description XML document, a service shall be defined as: 

<service> 
        <serviceType>urn:schemas-UPnP-org:service:serviceType:v</serviceType> 
        <serviceId>urn:UPnP-org:serviceId:serviceID</serviceId> 
        <SCPDURL>URL to service description</SCPDURL> 
        <controlURL>URL for control</controlURL> 
        <eventSubURL>URL for eventing</eventSubURL> 
      </service> 
 

The CPCM service belongs to the DVB domain name, this shall be defined as the following serviceType: 

<serviceType>urn:schemas-dvb-org:service:CPCM:1</serviceType> 
        <serviceId>urn:dvb-org:serviceId:CPCM_xx</serviceId> 
 

NOTE 1: xx is the instance identifier of the CPCM entity, to be defined as a hexadecimal sequence. This string 
reflects exactly the instance identifier as defined in TS 102 825-4 [i.4], i.e. the 64 bits value CIC, in 
hexadecimal values. For example, a CIC of "0x1234567890ABCDEF" will be represented by a serviceID of 
"urn:dvb-org:serviceId:CPCM_1234567890ABCDEF". 

NOTE 2: The CIC is set here because it simplifies the mapping between the CPCM layer and the DVB-HN layer. 

NOTE 3: The maximum length for a ServiceId suffix (i.e. the part after "serviceId:" is 64 characters. The 
serviceId as defined here is 64 bits encoded in hex=16 characters. 

6.1.4 Sending a message to other CPCM Instances via UPnP 

To send a CPCM message to another CPCM Instance, a CPCM Instance shall form the message and then pass it to its 
CPCM Network Adaptation Layer together with the CPCM Instance Certificate Identifier of the destination CPCM 
Instance (if applicable, i.e. not for broadcast messages). The CPCM Network Adaptation Layer shall be responsible for 
sending the message to right destination. 

The destination CPCM Network Adaptation Layer of the destination CPCM Instance receives the CPCM message and 
shall pass it to the relevant CPCM Instance together with the CPCM Instance Certificate Identifier of the sending 
CPCM Instance. 

To send a message to another CPCM Instance, the UPnP service shall use the simple container API defined in table 4. 
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Table 4: DVB-CPCM::SendMessage() container 

Argument Direction Related State Variable 
SourceCpcmIdentifier IN A_ARG_TYPE_CpcmIdentifier 

CpcmPayload IN A_ARG_TYPE_CpcmPayload 

 

NOTE 1: This very simple method, will allow the DVB-HN NAL to cope with future extensions of the 
DVB-CPCM protocol with no modification. 

NOTE 2: The SourceCpcmIdentifier is needed because with UPnP there is no way to know which UPnP entity is 
the sender of the message, or even if it comes from a non UPnP entity. A destination UPnP service only 
knows the IP address and TCP port of the sender. So in order for the receiving UPnP service to be able to 
provide this information to its CPCM Instance, it has to be set explicitly in the message. 

Standard UPnP error handling shall be used as defined in table 5, please see TR 102 825-12 [i.6] for more detail. 

Table 5: UPnP Error messages 

errorCode errorDescription Description 
402 Invalid Arguments (args) Could be any of the following: not enough in args, too many in args, no in arg 

by that name, one or more in args are of the wrong data type. 
501 Action Failed May be returned in current state of service prevents invoking that action. 
600 Argument value invalid [IPI2399r3] Unknown CpcmIdentifier, or unknown 

RevocationListIdentifier 
 

Broadcast messages shall be performed by sending as many unicast messages as needed to all CPCM UPnP Services on 
the network. 

6.1.5 CPCM Content Discovery 

The DVB-HN Content Directory Service (CDS) contains an optional extension for the advertising of CPCM-specific 
properties of CPCM Content Items contained in the CDS of the DVB-HN Media Server. 

The CPCM-specific Content Item attributes are shown in table 6. 

Table 6: Content Item Attributes 

Syntax Bits Identifier 
CPCM_content_item_attributes (){   
   usage_state_information() see TS 102 825-4 [i.4] CPCM_usage_state_information 
   ADID 72 bslbf 
}   

 

The semantics for these fields are defined in TS 102 825-4 [i.4]. 

6.1.6 CPCM Content Formats within DVB-HN 

The CPCM System does not define the media formats, these are however defined in TS 102 005 [i.1]. 

6.1.7 CPCM Propagation Tools for DVB-HN 

This clause contains the normative specification of the network technology-specific CPCM propagation control tools 
for the DVB-HN ecosystem. 

The propagation tools for CPCM in the context of DVB-HN shall include the following, the detailed parameters of 
which will be defined by the C&R regime: 

• SRTT - For Content exchange between two CPCM Devices. 

• RTT - For Content exchange between a CPCM Device and a non-CPCM device. 
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The following tools may be included at the discretion of the C&R regime: 

• NTT. 

• TTL - To be applied to each packet of CPCM Content. 

• STTL 

• SRTTL 

• Other tools to be defined by the C&R regime. 

These tools are detailed in clause 6.2. 

6.1.8 UPnP service definition 

The DVB CPCM service shall be defined using the following XML: 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<scpd xmlns="urn:schemas-UPnP-org:service-1-0"> 
  <specVersion> 
    <major>1</major> 
    <minor>0</minor> 
  </specVersion> 
  <actionList> 
    <action> 
      <name>sendMessage</name> 
      <argumentList> 
        <argument> 
          <name>SourceCpcmIdentifier</name> 
          <direction>in </direction> 
          <relatedStateVariable>A_ARG_TYPE_CpcmIdentifier</relatedStateVariable> 
        </argument> 
        <argument> 
          <name>CpcmPayload</name> 
          <direction>in </direction> 
          <relatedStateVariable>A_ARG_TYPE_CpcmPayload</relatedStateVariable> 
        </argument> 
      </argumentList> 
    </action> 
  </actionList> 
  <serviceStateTable> 
    <stateVariable sendEvents="no"> 
      <name>A_ARG_TYPE_CpcmIdentifier</name> 
      <dataType>bin.hex</dataType> 
    </stateVariable> 
    <stateVariable sendEvents="no"> 
      <name>A_ARG_TYPE_CpcmPayload</name> 
      <dataType>bin.hex</dataType> 
    </stateVariable> 
  </serviceStateTable> 
</scpd> 
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6.1.9 Theory of Operation 

This clause describes a typical behaviour of the DVB-HN Network Adaptation Layer (NAL) for CPCM and its 
interaction with the CPCM Instance. 

 

Figure 1: typical behaviour of the DVB-HN NAL for CPCM 

The NAL shall discover the other UPnP DVB-CPCM services on the network and map each of them with the 
DVB-CPCM identifier (the CIC) reflected in the UPnP Service ID. This is in order to avoid having complex message 
spying from the NAL in order to build the mapping table. 

Then when a CPCM Instance wants to send a message to another one, it shall provide its NAL with the message itself 
and the CIC of the destination CPCM Instance. The NAL shall retrieve the UPnP service corresponding to this CIC 
thanks to the Service ID, and then sends the message. 

At the reception side, the UPnP Service receives the UPnP message, forwards it to its corresponding CPCM Instance, 
providing additionally the CIC of the source of the message. 

Since the NAL does not know if a message requires a response or not, all network messages shall be asynchronous, 
more detail will be provided in TR 102 825-12 [i.6]. If a CPCM response is needed, it shall be a new UPnP message. 

Table 7 is an example of a CPCM message sent within a UPnP message where the CPCM Instance 
0x1234567890ABCDEF sends the following CPCM Instance Status Enquiry message to the CPCM Instance 
0xFEDCBA0987654321. 

Table 7: Typical example of a CPCM message using UPnP 

Syntax Bits Identifier 
CPCM_instance_status_enquiry_message (){   
 CPCM_protocol_message_type=0x4001 16 bslbf 
 control_field=0x00 8 bslbf 
 message_payload_length=0x0000 16 uimsbf 
}   
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This message shall then be transported in the following UPnP message, sent to the UPnP serviceId urn:dvb-
org:serviceId:CPCM_ FEDCBA0987654321: 

POST path of control URL HTTP/1.1 
HOST: host of control URL:port of control URL 
CONTENT-LENGTH: 399 
CONTENT-TYPE: text/xml; charset="utf-8" 
SOAPACTION: "urn:schemas-dvb-org:service:CPCM:1#sendMessage" 
 <?xml version="1.0"?> 
  <s:Envelope xmlns:s="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" 
    s:encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"> 
   <s:Body> 
    <u:sendMessage xmlns:u="urn:schemas-dvb-org:service:CPCM:1"> 
     <SourceCpcmIdentifier>0x1234567890ABCDEF</CpcmIdentifier> 
     <CpcmPayload>4001000000</CpcmPayload> 
    </u:sendMessage> 
   </s:Body> 
  </s:Envelope> 
 

6.2 CPCM System Adaptations for proximity tools 

6.2.1 Proximity Tools for IP Networks 

6.2.1.1 Overview  

When two CPCM Instances are communicating using an IP network, mandatory proximity tools as described in 
TS 102 825-4 [i.4] may be replaced by the following tools: 

• SRTTL between two CPCM Instances interacting over an IP network. 

• TTL and RTT between one CPCM Instance and another device over an IP network. 

Message types needed for associated messages are given in table 8. 

Table 8: IP networks Proximity tests message codes 

Message type Message 
0x4101 STTL_request 
0x4102 STTL_response 
0x4103 SRTTL_request 
0x4104 SRTTL_response 
0x4105 SRTTL_validation_request 
0x4106 SRTTL_validation_response 
0x4107 - 0x41FF reserved 

 

Corresponding proximity method identifiers are given in table 9. 

Table 9: IP networks CPCM Proximity methods 

Proximity method identifier  Proximity method 
0x60 TTL 
0x61 STTL 
0x62 SRTTL 
0x63 NTT 
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Table 10 summarises the adaptation layer specific error codes used for proximity tool CPCM protocols. 

Table 10: Adaptation layer specific error codes for proximity tool CPCM protocols 

Error Code Meaning 
0x40 STTL Request TTL too low: Proximity test failure 
0x41 STTL Response TTL too low: Proximity test failure 
0x42 SRTTL Request TTL too low: proximity test failure 
0x43 SRTTL Response TTL too low: proximity test failure 

 

6.2.1.2 Internet Datagram Header Time To Live (TTL) 

The TTL tool shall use a secure data field named TTL_Value, which must be protected against unauthorised 
modification. 

TTL is described in RFC 791 [7]. Transmitting devices shall set the TTL value of such transmitted IP datagrams to a 
value no greater than TTL_Value and correspondingly receiving devices shall discard such received IP datagrams, which 
have a TTL value greater than TTL_Value. 

The TTL_Value shall be defined by the CPCM C&R regime. 

This tool does not return a value of Local or Remote per se. Instead, if applied, it reduces the chance that Content that is 
intended for Local-only Sinks will arrive at a Remote Sink. 

This tool does not require the Sink to be CPCM compliant. 

No specific message is needed for the TTL tool. 

6.2.1.3 Secured Internet Datagram Header Time To Live (STTL) 

6.2.1.3.1 General 

The secured Internet Datagram Header Time To Live (STTL) tool shall use the same protected data field TTL_value as 
the unsecured TTL test. The tool may only be run between two CPCM compliant devices. The corresponding protocol 
is shown in figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2: STTL Proximity tool 

STTL shall be used as follows: 

• CPCM Instance A shall pick at random a TTL value TTL_A (greater than TTL_value) and shall send the 
message STTL_Request() to the tested device. This message shall be empty and has TTL_A for the TTL_value. 

• Upon receipt of message STTL_Request(), the receiving device shall extract the current TTL value TTL_A'. It 
shall pick a new random value TTL_B (greater than TTL_value) and shall send the message STTL_Response(). 
This message carries TTL_B and TTL_A' and is encrypted and authenticated with the SAC key. It has TTL_B as 
the TTL value. 
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• Upon receipt of message STTL_Response(), the sending device shall extract the current TTL value TTL_B' and 
recover TTL_B and TTL_A'. 

The STTL Test succeeds if and only if: 

• TTL_A-TTL_value ≤ TTL_A' ≤ TTL_A. 

• TTL_B-TTL_value ≤ TTL_B' ≤ TTL_B. 

6.2.1.3.2 STTL Request 

void CPCM_sttl_request ( ); 
 

Table 11 specifies the CPCM Protocol message for CPCM STTL Request. 

Table 11: CPCM STTL Request 

Syntax Bits Identifier 
CPCM_sttl_request_message(){   
  CPCM_protocol_message_type = 0x4101 16 Bslbf 
  control_field = 0x00 8 Bslbf 
  message_payload_length 16 Uimsbf 
}   

 

Semantics for CPCM_srttl_request_message: 

message_type: According to table 8 this shall be set to 0x4101. 

Control_field: This message shall be neither signed nor encrypted, hence this shall be set to 0x00. 

Message_payload_length: The number of message_payload_bytes of the message, hence this shall be set to 0. 

There are no specific protocol error codes for that protocol call. 

6.2.1.3.3 STTL Response 

void CPCM_srttl_response (  
ttl      ttl_A, 
ttl      ttl_B 
); 
 

Table 12 specifies the CPCM Protocol message for CPCM STTL Response. 

Table 12: CPCM STTL Response 

Syntax Bits Identifier 
CPCM_sttl_response_message(){   
  CPCM_protocol_message_type = 0x4102 16 bslbf 
  control_field = 0x0A 8 bslbf 
  message_payload_length 16 uimsbf 
  ttl_a 8 bslbf 
  ttl_b 8 bsblf 
  SAC_secret_signature 160 bsblf 
}   

 

Semantics for CPCM_sttl_response_message: 

message_type: According to table 8 this shall be set to 0x4102. 

Control_field: This message shall be signed and encrypted using the SAC key, hence this shall be set to 0x0A. 

message_payload_length: The number of message_payload_bytes of the message, hence this shall be set to 36. 

Ttl_A: The ttl_value upon receipt of STTL_request message. 
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Ttl_B: The ttl_value of message STTL_response upon sending. 

SAC_secret_signature: The signature of the message using SAC session key (see TS 102 825-5 [i.5]). 

The possible CPCM protocol error codes specific to this protocol call are listed in table 13. 

Table 13: STTL Response specific error codes 

Error Code Meaning 
0x40 STTL Request TTL too low: Proximity test failure 
0x41 STTL Response TTL too low: Proximity test failure 

 

6.2.1.4 Combination of Secured RTT and Secured TTL (SRTTL) 

6.2.1.4.1 General 

STTL involves the use of two messages. SRTT involves the use of four messages. Using both would thus imply the 
exchange of up to 6 messages. SRTTL reduces the number of exchanged messages to four. The resulting protocol is 
shown in figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3: SRTTL proximity tool 

SRTTL shall be used as follows: 

• CPCM Instance A shall pick two random values TTL_A (greater than TTL_value) and R_A. It shall then send the 
message SRTTL_request() carrying R_A and with TTL_A as the TTL_value. 

• CPCM Instance B shall extract the current TTL TTL_A', and shall pick at random R_B and TTL_B (greater than 
TTL_value). Next is shall and send the message SRTTL_response() to A carrying R_B, 
SRTT_Adjustment_Value_Testee and with TTL_B as the TTL_value. 

• If Instance A receives message SRTTL_response() within SRTT_Maximum_Time + 
SRTT_Adjustment_Value_Testee, it shall extract the current TTL TTL_B' and shall ask B to commit. 
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• B shall confirm using the message SRTTL_validation_request carrying TTL_A', TTL_B and a MAC of R_A, 
R_B, SRTT_Adjustment_Value_Testee, TTL_A' and TTL_B. The MAC is signed with the same conditions as 
for the SRTT tool. 

• SRTTL is successful if the TTL values fulfil the same conditions as for the STTL tool. 

6.2.1.4.2 SRTTL Request 

void CPCM_srttl_request (  
challenge     random_A 
); 
 

Table 14 specifies the CPCM Protocol message for CPCM SRTTL Request. 

Table 14: CPCM SRTTL Request 

Syntax Bits Identifier 
CPCM_srttl_request_message(){   
  CPCM_protocol_message_type = 0x4103 16 bslbf 
  control_field = 0x00 8 bslbf 
  message_payload_length 16 uimsbf 
  challenge 128 bslbf 
}   

 

Semantics for CPCM_srttl_request_message: 

message_type: According to table 8 this shall be set to 0x4103. 

Control_field: This message shall be neither signed nor encrypted, hence this shall be set to 0x00. 

Message_payload_length: The number of message_payload_bytes of the message, hence this shall be set to 16. 

Challenge: A random number generated by the calling CPCM Instance to later validate the RTT. 

There are no specific protocol error codes for that protocol call. 

6.2.1.4.3 SRTTL Response 

void CPCM_srttl_response (  
challenge     random_B, 
SRTT_adjustment_value  value 
); 
 

Table 15 specifies the CPCM Protocol message for CPCM SRTTL Response. 

Table 15: CPCM SRTTL Response 

Syntax Bits Identifier 
CPCM_srttl_response_message(){   
  CPCM_protocol_message_type = 0x4104 16 bslbf 
  control_field = 0x00 8 bslbf 
  message_payload_length 16 uimsbf 
  challenge 128 bslbf 
  SRTT_adjustment_value 24 bsblf 
}   

 

Semantics for CPCM_srttl_response_message: 

message_type: According to table 8 this shall be set to 0x4104. 

Control_field: This message shall be neither signed nor encrypted, hence this shall be set to 0x00. 

Message_payload_length: The number of message_payload_bytes of the message, hence this shall be set to 16. 

Challenge: A random number generated by the sending CPCM Instance to later validate the RTT. 
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SRTT_adjustment_value: An adaptation value used to cope with the different network technologies (see 
clause 6.2.1.4.1. 

The possible CPCM protocol error codes specific to this protocol call are listed in table 16. 

Table 16: SRTTL Response specific error codes 

Error Code Meaning 
0x30 RTT too high: Proximity Test aborted 

 

6.2.1.4.4 SRTTL Validation Request 

void CPCM_srttl_validation_request ( void ) ; 
 

Table 17 specifies the CPCM Protocol message for CPCM SRTTL Request. 

Table 17: CPCM SRTTL Validation Request 

Syntax Bits Identifier 
CPCM_srtt_validation_request_message(){   
  CPCM_protocol_message_type = 0x4105 16 bslbf 
  control_field = 0x00 8 bslbf 
  message_payload_length 16 uimsbf 
}   

 

Semantics for CPCM_srttl_validation_request_message: 

message_type: According to table 8 this shall be set to 0x4105. 

Control_field: This message shall be neither signed nor encrypted, hence this shall be set to 0x00. 

Message_payload_length: The number of message_payload_bytes of the message, hence this shall be set to 0. 

There are no specific protocol error codes for that protocol call. 

6.2.1.4.5 SRTTL Validation Response 

void CPCM_srttl_validation_response (  
challenge      random_A, 
challenge      random_B 
SRTT_adjustment_value   value 
ttl        ttl_A 
ttl        ttl_B 
); 
 

Table 18 specifies the CPCM Protocol message for CPCM SRTTL Validation Response. 

Table 18: CPCM SRTTL Validation Response 

Syntax Bits Identifier 
CPCM_srttl_response_message(){   
  CPCM_protocol_message_type = 0x4106 16 bslbf 
  control_field = 0x08 or 0x04 8 bslbf 
  message_payload_length 16 uimsbf 
  random_A 128 bslbf 
  random_B 128 bsblf 
  SRTT_adjustment_value 24 bsblf 
  ttl_A 8 bsblf 
  ttl_B 8 bsblf 
  SAC_secret_signature || AD_secret_signature 160 bsblf 
}   
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Semantics for CPCM_srtt_response_message: 

message_type: According to table 8 this shall be set to 0x4106. 

Control_field: This message shall be either signed by SAC session key or the AD Secret, hence it shall be set to either 
0x08 or 0x04 respectively. 

Message_payload_length: The number of message_payload_bytes of the message, hence it shall be set to 57. 

Random_A: The same random number as sent the SRTTL Request. 

Random_B: The same random number as sent the SRTTL Response. 

Ttl_A: The ttl_value upon receipt of SRTTL_request message. 

Ttl_B: The ttl_value of message SRTTL_response upon sending. 

SRTT_adjustment_value: An adaptation value used to cope with the different network technologies (see 
clause 6.2.1.4.1 

SAC_secret_signature: This is the message signature as specified in TS 102 825-5 [i.5], present only if the 
control_field is set to 0x08. 

ADS_secret_signature: This is the message signature as specified in TS 102 825-5 [i.5], present only if the 
control_field is set to 0x04. 

The possible CPCM protocol error codes specific to this protocol call are listed in table 19. 

Table 19: SRTTL Validation Response specific error codes 

Error Code Meaning 
0x31 request challenge mismatch: proximity test failure 
0x32 response challenge mismatch: proximity test failure 
0x42 SRTTL Request TTL too low: proximity test failure 
0x43 SRTTL Response TTL too low: proximity test failure 

 

6.2.1.5 Network Topology Testing (NTT) 

The NTT test shall detect network components by sending specific, well-crafted packets that are processed differently 
by different components and to thereby derive the network topology. 

The NTT tool shall use several secure data fields comprising the "well crafted packages" that will be defined by the 
CPCM C&R regime, updated from time to time and downloaded for use by CPCM Instances. The "well crafted 
packages" will be protected against unauthorised modification. 

NTT tools comprise the following: 

• The Source device sends packets with a valid layer-2 MAC header but invalid layer-3 Network header. These 
packets will be retransmitted by switches but not by routers. If the packets are received, the receiving device is 
necessarily Local. However, some Local devices may not receive those packets. 

• The Source device uses standard protocols such as UDP datagrams, TCP handshake, IPX/SPX, NetBEUI, and 
so forth. Local devices always receive those packets. However, some Remote devices may receive those 
packets as well. A device that does not receive them will necessarily be Remote. 

• The Source device sends test packets with an invalid checksum in the 16-bit header of an IP packet. If the 
packets are received, the receiving device is necessarily Local. However, some Local devices may not receive 
those packets. 

NOTE: NTT can be used without expecting any response from the Sink Device and, as such, no specific message 
is defined for that tool. 
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7 CPCM System adaptations for application-specific 
physical interfaces 

Adaptations of the CPCM System are foreseen for physical interfaces that are not envisaged to operate as a generic 
home network interface within an ecosystem, but rather for those that perform some more specific function that benefits 
from the application of CPCM to provide content protection functionality over that interface. 

CPCM Phase 1 includes adaptation layers for the following CPCM application-specific physical interfaces: 

• DVB Common Interface (DVB-CI), as specified in clause 7.1. 

• Smart Card Interface ISO/IEC 7816-4 [6], as specified in clause 7.2. 

7.1 CPCM System Adaptation for DVB Common Interface 

7.1.1 General 

This clause specifies how CPCM is adapted to work over the DVB Common Interface (DVB-CI) (see EN 50221 [4]). 
This is achieved by the definition of a particular copy protection resource, as defined in the DVB Extensions to the 
Common Interface Specification (see TS 101 699 [5]) that corresponds to a CPCM Instance. The CPCM copy 
protection resource shall be implemented in both the CI module and the host. 

When a CI module that implements a CPCM Instance is inserted into a host that supports CPCM over CI, then any 
CPCM feature can be utilised between the module and the host, depending on the respective CPCM Instance 
implementations. 

Since the CI module would normally implement a CPCM Acquisition Point, in order to act as a Source of CPCM 
Content for the host, all CPCM elements not required in order to perform the Acquisition of CPCM Content are 
optional for such CI modules. 

As is generally the case for CPCM Devices, the CI host, being a Sink for CPCM Content that is Acquired by the CI 
module, will need to implement all CPCM elements that it needs in order to fulfil its intended functionality with respect 
to CPCM. 

CPCM Instances identify and communicate with each other over the DVB-CI by way of the CI Command Interface. 
The method of identification of CPCM copy protection resources and the mapping of the CPCM Protocol messages to 
the CI Command Interface are specified in clause 7.1.2. 

This adaptation of CPCM to DVB-CI enables standardised methods to be employed for the mutual authentication 
between CI modules and their host devices, and to secure the return transport stream from a CI module to the host 
device. For this purpose only a minimal subset of the CPCM System needs to be implemented in both the CI module 
and the host. This particular subset is described in clause 7.1.3. 

7.1.2 CPCM System Adaptation to DVB-CI 

The CPCM Instances in both the Module and the Host shall be implemented as Copy Protection resources as defined in 
TS 101 699 [5]. 

Copy Protection resources are identified by the CopyProtectionID field, whereby the IEEE company_id (see 
TS 102 825-5 [i.5]) is used to identify the copy protection system. Copy Protection resources for CPCM shall set their 
CopyProtectionID value to the IEEE company_id that has been allocated to DVB, namely 0x00015A. 

According to TS 101 699 [5], a Copy Protection resource implements four CI Command Interface messages, namely 
CP_query, CP_response, CP_command and CP_response. 

The CP_query message shall be used to mutually verify the presence of a CPCM Instance by the module and the host. 
The syntax of the CP_query message for CPCM is shown in table 20. 
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Table 20: CP_query CI Command Interface message for CPCM 

Syntax Bits Identifier 
cp_query(){   
  CopyProtectionQueryTag = 0x9F8000 24 uimsbf 
  length_field = 0x03 8 uimsbf 
  CopyProtectionID = 0x00015A 24 uimsbf 
}   

 

When the module or host that implements a CPCM Instance receives a CP_query message it shall send a corresponding 
CP_reply message as shown in table 21. 

Table 21: CP_reply CI Command Interface message for CPCM 

Syntax Bits Identifier 
cp_reply(){   
  CPReplyTag = 0x9F8001 24 uimsbf 
  length_field = 0x04 8 uimsbf 
  CopyProtectionID = 0x00015A 24 uimsbf 
  status 8 uimsbf 
}   

 

Semantics for CP_reply: 

status: If the CopyProtectionID field of the cp_query message was set to 0x00015A, then status shall be set to 0x02 
("Copy Protection Active"), otherwise Status shall be set to 0xFF ("ID mismatch"). 

CPCM Instances implemented in a module or the host shall use the CPCM Protocol messages as specified in the 
relevant section of the CPCM System Specification to communicate with each other, whereby the CP_command CI 
Command Interface message is used to send a CPCM Protocol message request as shown in table 22, and the 
CP_response CI Command Interface message is used to send a CPCM Protocol Error message (if an error occurs) as 
shown in table 23. 

Table 22: CP_command CI Command Interface message for CPCM 

Syntax Bits Identifier 
cp_command(){   
  CPCommandTag = 0x9F8002 24 uimsbf 
  length_field()   
  CopyProtectionID = 0x00015A 24 uimsbf 
  for (i=0; i<N; i++){   
    CPCommandByte 8 uimsbf 
  }   
}   

 

Semantics for CP_command: 

length_field: This can vary according to the length of the CPCM Protocol Request message being sent. See 
EN 50 221 [4] for its syntax. 

CPCommandByte: CPCM Protocol Request message byte. 
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Table 23: CP_response CI Command Interface message for CPCM 

Syntax Bits Identifier 
cp_response(){   
  CPResponseTag = 0x9F8003 24 uimsbf 
  length_field = 0x08  8 uimsbf 
  CopyProtectionID = 0x00015A 24 uimsbf 
  for (i=0; i<N; i++){   
    CPResponseByte 8 uimsbf 
  }   
}   

 

Semantics for CP_response: 

length_field: The length_field for cp_response shall be set to 0x08, as the length of CPCM Protocol Error messages 
within cp_response messages is always 5 bytes. 

CPResponseByte: CPCM Protocol Error message byte. 

7.1.3 Minimal CPCM Implementation for Protected Input Content 
Acquisition over DVB-CI 

7.1.3.1 General 

A key application for CPCM over DVB-CI is the provision of a standardised method for the protection of the transport 
stream interface between the CI module and the host. Both the CI module and the host shall implement a CPCM 
Instance, but only a minimal portion of the full functionality of a CPCM Instance is required to fulfil this function, both 
in the CI module and in the host, especially when the host does not implement any home network ecosystem adaptation 
of the CPCM System. Essentially this necessitates the implementation of only the following elements of the CPCM 
System: 

• CPCM Trust Establishment and AKE between module and host; 

• CPCM Content Licence generation and CPCM Content Scrambling in the module; and 

• CPCM Content Licence interpretation and CPCM Content Descrambling in the host. 

Figure 4 shows the relevant CPCM Reference Model diagram adapted to indicate the minimum subset of CPCM 
functional elements required to perform protected Input Content Acquisition via a CI module. Here it is assumed that 
the CI module performs only the Acquisition of protected Input Content into CPCM, in addition to any functionality 
necessary to receive that protected content prior to Acquisition into CPCM. 
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Figure 4: Minimal Subset of CPCM for Acquisition of Protected Input Content into CPCM via DVB-CI 

7.1.3.2 CPCM Secure Data 

In this minimal scenario, the only CPCM Secure Data needed to be maintained by the module and the host are the 
respective CPCM Instance private keys. 

7.1.3.3 CPCM LSA 

The CPCM Security Toolbox specification defines the CPCM LSA (Local Scrambling Algorithm) as having two 
possible chaining modes and two possible IV preparation modes, thus resulting in four possible combinations of these 
scrambling options. 

Since it is always the CPCM Content Source that decides which of these four combinations to apply for any CPCM 
Content Item (or protected CPCM Content stream), the CPCM Instance in the CI module could also always apply the 
same combination to all CPCM Content that it has Acquired. Hence the CI module does not necessarily need to 
implement the other CPCM Scrambler combinations, if this would enable a quicker implementation of such 
CPCM-compliant CI modules. 

In order to guarantee interoperability with all potential Sources of CPCM Content, the CI host device needs to 
implement all four combinations of the CPCM Descrambler options. 

7.1.3.4 CPCM Protocols 

From the set of CPCM Protocols defined in TS 102 825-4 [i.4], only the following subset needs to be implemented: 

• CPCM AKE (CPCM_AKE_init, CPCM_AKE_commit, CPCM_AKE_renew, CPCM_AKE_commit_renew, 
CPCM_AKE_confirm, CPCM_AKE_terminate); and 

• CPCM Content Licence Exchange (CPCM_put_CL from module to host). 

The CPCM System does not specify under what circumstances the CPCM Content Scrambling Key is updated. This is 
left to the discretion of the implementation and/or C&R Regime. 
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7.1.3.5 CPCM Proximity Control 

CPCM Proximity Control is required to be implemented on DVB-CI. 

The CI module and the host shall apply the Secure Round Trip Time (SRTT) Proximity Control Protocol, as defined 
above, to verify that they are actually physically co-located. 

SRTT shall be run after CPCM Trust has been established and CPCM AKE has been completed. 

The key used to sign the SRTT_confirm() message shall be the session key computed during CPCM AKE. 

Values for network_type_tester, SRTT_maximum_time, SRTT_persistence and SRTT_adjustement_value_testee will 
be set by the C&R regime. 

7.2 CPCM System Specification for ISO7816 Smart Card 
Interface 

7.2.1 General 

This clause specifies how CPCM is adapted to work over the ISO/IEC 7816-4 [6] Smart Card Interface. In the 
following clauses an ISO/IEC 7816-4 [6] smart card with an embedded CPCM Instance is referred to as a CPCM smart 
card. 

7.2.2 ISO 7816 background 

The communication with the CPCM smart card is made through ISO/IEC 7816-4 [6] Application Protocol Data Unit 
(APDU). This APDU carries the input and output parameters for each function provided by the smart card. 

Table 24: ISO 7816-4 APDU 

Syntax Bits Identifier 
APDU(){   
  header_class  8 uimsbf 
  header_instruction 8 uimsbf 
  header_p1 8 uimsbf 
  header_p2 8 uimsbf 
  data_in_length || data_out_length 8 uimsbf 
  for (i=0;i<data_in_length;i++){   
    data_in 8 bslbf 
  }   
  for (i=0;i<data_out_length;i++){   
    data_out 8 bslbf 
  }   
  status_word 16 bsblf 
}   

 

Semantics for ISO/IEC 7816-4 [6] APDU: 

header_class: The class byte represents a class of instruction. Its value is set to 0xF0 for CPCM messages. 

Header_instruction: The instruction byte represents a particular function in the smart card or a set of functions. 

Header_p1 and header_p2: These two bytes contain the parameters of the functions or can indicate a sub-function. 

Data_in_length: This field contains the number of bytes that will be transmitted to the smart card via the data_in field. 
The smart card do not implement the extended Lc and Le fields (see EN 50221 [4]). These fields are thus coded on one 
byte. MAX_IN is the maximum length supported either by the card or the reader. 

Data_out_length: This field contains the number of bytes that will be received from the smart card via the data_out 
field. MAX_OUT is the maximum length supported either by the card or the reader. 
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Status_word: These two bytes contain the status word and give the return code for the function. 

When a smart card is inserted into in the host, the host powers the smart card which responds with an Answer To Reset 
(ATR). The ATR provides information about the communication characteristics supported by the card and proprietary 
information. There is no standardised ATR for CPCM smart cards. 

The detailed mapping of commands which can be applied for all the functions of the CPCM communications are 
described in clause 7.3. The present document only describes the return codes for SW1 and SW2 that are specific to the 
CPCM adaptation layers. Return codes that are common to all commands are given in table 29. The ISO error codes can 
be found in EN 50221 [4]. 

7.3 CPCM smart card APDU commands 

7.3.1 Overview 

These commands concern all the functions of the CPCM smart card and can be sent to any smart card, including: 

• notifying the smart card that a CPCM message has been received; and 

• getting a message from the smart card. 
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Figure 5: CPCM Commands exchange example 

The CPCM smart card receives a notification of a message from either the network or from the host. The host forwards 
the complete message to the smart card. 

In response to a command, the card may request to send or broadcast one or several messages to other CPCM Instances. 
The smart card provides all the elements of the message (recipient CIC identifier and formatted CPCM message). 

The host shall then be responsible for sending the formatting message to the relevant CPCM Instance(s). 
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7.3.2 send_message 

The command send_message notifies the smart card that it shall prepare to receive a CPCM message. 

In return, the smart card may indicate that the host has to reply with a CPCM message. This message can be retrieved 
with the get_message function. 

The host may send the message using several send_message APDUs (for instance if the size of the message is more 
than MAX_IN bytes). In this case, the data is split into blocks identified by a decrementing index (block_index). The 
index 0x00 indicates the last block. Several commands must then be issued with this index given in header_p2. 

The card returns 0x9000 if index is not 0x00 or, when index is 0x00, 0x9000 if no response has been prepared or 0x9AXX 
if a response has been prepared. 

Table 25: Send_message command 

Syntax Bits Identifier 
send_message(){   
  header_class = 0xF0 8 uimsbf 
  header_instruction = 0x01 8 uimsbf 
  header_p1 = 0x00 || 0x01 8 uimsbf 
  header_p2 = BlockIndex 8 uimsbf 
  data_in_length 8 uimsbf 
  for (i=0;i<data_in_length;i++){   
    data_in_byte 8 bslbf 
  }   
  status_word 16 bsblf 
}   

 

Semantics for send_message: 

header_class: The class byte represents a class of instruction. Its value is set to 0xF0 for CPCM messages. 

Header_instruction: It shall be set to 0x01. 

Header_p1: This parameter is set to 0x00 if the message comes from another CPCM Instance, or to 0x01 if message 
comes from host application. 

Header_p2: This is the index of the sent message block, sent in decreasing order. Index 0 corresponds to the last 
message block. 

Data_in_length: The number of bytes in data_in. 

data_in_byte: A byte of the message or of a block of the message. Message structure is described in table 26. 

Status_word: 0x9000 means that no error occurred. If index of the block was not zero, next block may be sent. If index 
was zero, the smart card has not prepared any message in reply. 0x9AXX means no error occurred and a message 
whose first block size is XX has been prepared. Error codes are given in table 29. 

Table 26: Message structure 

Syntax Bits Identifier 
message_info(){   
  [ CIC_identifier ] 64 bslbf 
  [ message ]   
}   

 

Semantics for message_info: 

CIC_identifier: This field is only present if header_p1 = 0x00 and contains the message emitter CPCM Instance 
Certificate identifier. 

Message: This field is always present if header_p1 = 0x00, in which case it contains the formatted CPCM message. In 
other cases, this field is optional. 
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7.3.3 get_message 

The command get_message shall be used to retrieve the message from the card when it returns 0x9A - 0xXX in 
response of a command. XX indicates the size of the first block of message. 

Several get_message APDUs may be needed to retrieve the data (for instance if the size is greater than MAX_OUT). 
Several get_message commands must then be issued, the first Le value is XX and the status words will be 0x9B - 0xYY 
if other blocks are needed. YY is the size of the next block. 

The cards returns 0x9000 or 0x9AXX when the message has been entirely retrieved. 

Table 27: get_message command 

Syntax Bits Identifier 
get_message(){   
  header_class = 0xF0 8 uimsbf 
  header_instruction = 0x02 8 uimsbf 
  header_p1 = 0x00 || 0x01 8 uimsbf 
  header_p2 = 0x00 8 uimsbf 
  data_out_length 8 uimsbf 
  for (i=0;i<data_out_length;i++){   
    data_out_byte 8 bslbf 
  }   
  status_word 16 bsblf 
}   

 

Semantics for get_message: 

header_class: The class byte represents a class of instruction. Its value is set to 0xF0 for CPCM messages. 

Header_instruction: It shall be set to 0x02. 

Header_p1: It shall be set to 0x00 if message aims another CPCM Instance or to 0x01 if message aims host 
application. 

Data_out_length: The number of bytes in data_out. 

Data_out_byte: A byte of the message or of a block of the message. Message structure is described in table 28. 

status_word: It shall be set to 0x9000 if no error occurred and no further get_message command required. It shall be 
set to 0x9BYY if no error occurred but at least one additional block is required to retrieve the message where YY is the 
size of the next block. It shall be set to 0x9AXX if no error occurred and the message has been totally retrieved but 
another message has been prepared by the card where XX is the size of the first block to be retrieved. Error codes are 
given in table 29. 

Table 28: Message structure 

Syntax Bits Identifier 
message_info(){   
  [ CIC_identifier  ] 64 bsblf 
  [ message ]   
}   

 

Semantics for message_info: 

CIC_identifier: This field is only present if header_p1 = 0x00 and contains the message recipient CPCM Instance 
Certificate identifier. 

Message: This field is always present if header_p1 = 0x00, in which case it contains the formatted CPCM message. In 
other cases, this field is optional. 
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7.3.4 CPCM smart cards Status Word  

Error or warnings presented in table 29 are generated by the smart card. The smart card manager in the host may return 
other codes in the case of low level communication errors. 

Table 29: CPCM Status Word 

status_word_1 status_word_2 Errors returned to the host  
0x6F 0xB0 NO_MESSAGE 
0x6F 0xB1 PENDING_MESSAGE 
0x6F 0xB2 UNSUPPORTED_CPCM_MESSAGE 
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